Wildlife Management Program
Avisure is a world leader in wildlife strike mitigation having research the best and emerging practices
from around the world over the past two decades and has developed specialised programs fo ra number
of leading international airports.
Models from around the world have proven that a large reduction in risk an be achieved by using a more
focused and specialised approach to wildlife management. Our approach uses biologists trained in
aerodrome operations to conduct routine on-ground management of wildlife.
Our team can guide and assist your exiting wildlife management team to achieve its performance goals
or Avisure can supply a full team of wildlife management officers to address wildlife strike risk at your
airport.

It’s not an off-the-shelf product.
We make it work for you.
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provides staff with direction and know-how to manage hazards



specifically tailored to each client.

A good Wildlife Management Program will benefit an airport but it can also assist
airlines, pilots, ground crews, air traffic control and off-airport stakeholders such
as landowners, government departments and even regulatory bodies.
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